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Abstrat. We present new observations in X-ray and optial/ultraviolet of the nuleus of

NGC1097, known for the abrupt appearane of broad, double-peaked Balmer lines in its spe-

trum in 1991. These new observations are used to onstrut the spetral energy distribution

(SED) of the entral engine. From the SED we infer that this AGN is radio-loud and has a bolo-

metri luminosity LB ol � 10
42

erg s

� 1
, implying a low Eddington ratio of LB ol=LE dd � 10

� 4
.

These results suggest that the entral ionizing soure is an advetion-dominated aretion �ow

(ADAF) in the form of an ellevated struture whih photoionizes an outer thin disk. We �t a

simpli�ed ADAF model to the SED and obtain limits on the values of the mass aretion rate

_M and aretion e�ieny �, namely

_M = _M E dd & 10
� 3

and � . 10
� 2
. We identify an �energy

budget� problem: if the entral photoionizing soure is isotropi, the overing fator of the line-

emitting portion of the thin aretion disk is � 6, i. e. the entral soure aounts for only 20%

of the energy emitted in the double-peaked Balmer lines.

1. Introdution

NGC1097 is a spiral galaxy whih harbors a Seyfert 1/LINER ative nuleus (AGN).

This AGN emits a broad double peaked H�emission-line (Storhi-Bergmann et al. 1993y),

whih is interpreted as the kinemati signature of a relativisti aretion disk around the

entral blak hole (Storhi-Bergmann et al. 2003, hereafter SB03). This aretion disk

was probably formed from the tidal debris of a star disrupted by a supermassive blak

holez. In this work we take a step further in the study of the entral engine of this galaxy,

trying to understand the ionizing soure whih is supposed to be the origin of the radia-

tion that illuminates the aretion disk. Towards this goal, we present new observations

of the nulear ontinuum in X-rays (Chandra) and optial/ultraviolet (HST), whih are

used to onstrut the spetral energy distribution (SED) of the nuleus. We model this

SED using a simpli�ed advetion-dominated aretion �ow (ADAF) presription (see

review by Narayan et al. 1998) whih allows us to obtain some basi quantitative infor-

mation about the aretion proess, suh as limits on the mass aretion rate and the

e�ieny of onversion of gravitational energy into radiation.

The high resolution SED presented in this work, ombined with observations of the

broad H� pro�le from SB03 allows us also to address the energetis of the thin aretion

disk and the ion torus.

y See also ontributions of Eraleous et al., Lewis et al. and Gezari et al. in this volume,

onerning douple-peaked emitters

z See also ontributions of Komossa et al. and Bogdanovi et al. in this volume, onerning

tidal disruption of stars
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Figure 1. SED of the nuleus of NGC1097. The open irles denote observations whih inlude

ontamination by the host galaxy and are thus upper limits. The �lled irle is a radio point

dominated by the nulear ontinuum.

2. The Spetral Energy Distribution

We observed the nuleus of NGC1097 with Chandra using an aperture of 2.6 arse,

and with STIS on HST using various gratings and an aperture of 0:2� 0:2arse2. We

also olleted radio and infrared data from the literature, and the resulting SED is shown

in Figure 1.

It is interesting to ompare the ontinuum of NGC1097 with those of other low-

luminosity AGNs (hereafter LLAGNs). The dotted lines of Figure 2 enlose the re-

gion overed by the LLAGN SEDs studied by Ho (1999) from whih we onlude that

NGC1097 's SED is similar to those of other LLAGNs. The observed bolometri luminos-

ity is LB ol= 1:2� 1042 erg s� 1, implying a low Eddington ratio of

L B ol

L E dd

� 10� 4 yand a ra-

tio of X-ray luminosity (0.5 - 10 keV) to LB olof 0.054. This AGN is marginally radio-loud

aording to both the optial riterion (R o =
F� (6 cm )

F� (B )
= 14; the boundary between radio-

loud and radio-quiet is R o = 10) and the X-ray riterion (R X =
�L � (5 G H z)

L X

= 1:4� 10� 4;

here LX is the luminosity in the 2 - 10 keV band; the boundary is 3.2 � 10

� 5
) de�ning

radio loudness (Terashima & Wilson 2003), muh like other LLAGNs (Ho 1999, Ho et al.

2000).

Figure 2 also shows a omparison of NGC1097 's SED with median spetra of well-

studied radio-loud and radio-quiet quasars (Elvis et al. 1994), from whih we see that the

ontinuum of NGC1097 laks the lassial UV bump in the range of energies ommon to

quasars (Ho et al. 2000), indiating that the thin aretion disk in this ase is probably

ooler than the disks of quasars (bump is loated at lower energies).

3. Modelling

An appealing senario for explaining the observational results mentioned above is that

the ontinuum emission originates in an ADAF, in the form of a geometrially thik ion-

supported torus that photoionizes the outer thin aretion disk. We adopted the simplest

available ADAF model (Mahadevan 1997), whih an be thought of as a zeroth order

approximation to the radiative proesses. This model has the advantage of providing

analytial expressions for the SED. The model parameters are the mass aretion rate,

y The adopted blak hole mass is 5� 10
7
M � (SB03).
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Figure 2. Comparison of the nulear SED with those of other low-luminosity AGNs (solid

line), median radio-loud (dashed line) and radio-quiet (dot-dashed line) quasars. The spetra

are normalized suh that their luminosities at 1 keV are similar.
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Figure 3. Theoretial spetra from ADAF ompared with the observations. The solid lines

represent ADAF models generated with di�erent values for the aretion rate.

_M , the blak hole mass, M , the inner and outer boundaries of the �ow, R in and R out, the

ratio of gas pressure to total pressure, �, and the visosity parameter, �. The estimated

parameters are: M = (2 � 9)� 107 M � (SB03), R in = 3 R Schw , R out = 225 R Schw

(SB03), where R Schw is the Shwarzshild radius; � and � are kept at their typial

values, respetively 0.5 and 0.1. The only free parameter that remains is

_M . We �nd

a lower limit of

_M & 10� 3 M � year

� 1
, whih translates to _m =

_M

_M E dd

& 10� 3, where

_M Edd =
L E dd

0:1c2
is the Eddington aretion rate. Beause

_M =
L B ol

�c2
, with � the e�ieny of

onversion of gravitational energy into radiation, the lower limit of

_M imposes an upper

limit on the e�ieny suh that � . 10� 2. Figure 3 shows some theoretial spetra for

the ADAF. Due to its simpliity, the model annot aount for the �ne details of the

SED; it an only reprodue the overall luminosity of the ontinuum if _m & 10� 3.

4. Photon Balane

We also alulated the photon balane between the entral soure and the thin aretion

disk. From the broad H� emission-line we omputed the total number of reombination

photons originating in the outer aretion disk, whih is N rec � 10� 2 photons m� 2
s

� 1
.
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The number of ionizing photons from the nulear ontinuum is N ion � 10� 3 photons

m

� 2
s

� 1
. Assuming that photoionization by an isotropi soure powers the emission-

lines, we would expet that

N rec

N ion

. 1 (a overing fator smaller than unity), but the ratio

that we get is 6. This ratio shows that the photoionizing radiation from the soure most

probably aounts for only 20% of the reombination photons emitted by the outer thin

disk. This seems to be a manifestation of the more general �energy budget� problem,

whih states that the entral engine is not energeti enough to power the emission-lines

of the broad and narrow line regions. This inonsisteny in the photoionization senario

was �rst disussed in the ontext of quasars by Netzer (1985), and it still seems to be an

unsolved problem in the study of AGNs.

There may be some explanations to this disrepany:

� Additional soures of ionization of the gas beyond photoionization, for example shok

heating or dissipative turbulent heating (Bottor� & Ferland 2002);

� The ontinuum is emitting anisotropially suh that we don't see the same ontinuum

�seen� by the outer aretion disk (Korista et al. 1997);

� Additional ontinuum reddening, besides the Milky Way foreground reddening used

to orret the UV-optial data and that derived from the hydrogen olumn density ob-

tained from X-ray data, whih is very similar to the Milky Way one, whih has already

been taken into aount.

5. Conlusions

We have presented the nulear SED of NGC1097, onluding that the nuleus is radio

loud (R = 14). Its bolometri luminosity of LB ol= 1:2� 1042 erg s� 1 implies
L B ol

L E dd

� 10� 4

and

L X

L B ol

= 0:054. The SED is similar to those of other LLAGNs, but laks the lassial

UV bump in the range of energies ommon to quasars, probably indiating that the

thin aretion disk is ooler than typial disks of quasars. Modelling the SED using a

simpli�ed ADAF presription, we �nd that

_M & 10� 3M � year
� 1
, suh that _m & 10� 3 and

� . 10� 2. We obtain a overing fator for the line-emitting disk of

N rec

N ion

� 6, suggesting

an �energy budget� problem.

A more omplete version of this work, inluding detailed modelling of the SED and

further investigation of the �energy budget� problem will be presented elsewhere.
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